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Summary
In concert with ICAO Air Navigation Commission tasking, AMCP Working Group D has
performed a study of candidate systems to fulfill the Automatic Dependent Surveillance -
Broadcast (ADS-B) function.  Due to time constraints, the Working Group was unable to
achieve a single, consensus recommendation, and testing in Europe  is already underway
for Mode 4 in the 118-137 MHz band. The purpose of this paper is to determine the
potential for accommodating additional services in this already congested band, to highlight
conflicts with implementing ADS-B in the VHF frequency band in the United States, and 
to recommend an action to task the European States with providing information on
potential conflicts with ADS-B and VHF band capacity in Europe.
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1.0  Background

1.1  The ICAO Air Navigation Commission has tasked the AMCP to “Carry out the fact finding and
conduct the necessary studies for the development of data links for navigation and surveillance
requirements” (Task CNS-9603).  The AMCP Working Group D, conducted  this work under the
auspices of a subgroup and  reported  their activities as a working paper to AMCP/5. That report,
noted that the subgroup could not achieve a single set of recommendations within the time limits of
the study.  Instead, the subgroup presented two distinct, and contradictory, recommendations for
Panel review and decision.  One recommendation is that a Mode S based system be adopted to
avoid unnecessary proliferation of data links. The other, recommended that the choice be deferred
until a benefits or feasibility study of VDL Mode 4 can be included as output of the validation
process.

1.2  The United States has concerns with the above recommendation that introduces a feasibility
study for considering  ADS-B  Mode 4  tests in the VHF AM(R)S  (117.975-137 MHz) band, in
Europe.  In particular the U.S. is concerned with the implications of accommodating ADS-B in this
band, which suggests the introduction of additional services to an already congested band, against
ICAO Policy.

2.0  Discussion

2.1  Per ICAO policy1, aeronautical radionavigation services use frequencies allocated to either the
•.    Aeronautical Radionavigation service (defined in S1.42);
•. Radio determination satellite service (defined in S 1.41);
•. Radionavigation satellite service (defined in S1.43);
•. Aeronautical radionavigation satellite service (defined in S1.47),

       and  “to achieve required levels of performance, the ADS-B function requires use of spectrum
allocated to an appropriate aeronautical radionavigation band”2.  As a result, a VHF ADS-B system
would be required to operate in the 108-117.975 MHz aeronautical radionavigation service (ARNS)
band.

2.2  The 108-117.975 MHz ARNS band is utilized worldwide for the VHF Omnidirectional Range
(VOR) and the Instrument Landing System (ILS) Localizer. The United States uses this band for
Special Category 1 (SCAT-1) differential GPS landing systems.  In addition, the Global Navigation
Satellite System Panel (GNSSP) has identified it as the band of choice for the Ground Based
Augmentation System (GBAS).  At AMCP/4 the ICAO community identified the need for a study
to determine the possibility of utilizing a portion of the (112-117.975 MHz) band, for aeronautical
mobile (route) service (AM(R)S),  to facilitate transition to the next-generation digital VHF
communications (VDL Mode 2 and VDL Mode 3) system.

2.3  The 117.975 - 137 MHz, AM (R) S is allocated worldwide for air ground communications.
ICAO studies determined the 118-137 MHz band to be extremely congested3. The acknowledgment
of congestion in this band,  lead ICAO to the decision, at the 1995 Com/Ops, to select VDL-Mode 3

                                                

1 Draft “Handbook on Radio Frequency Spectrum Requirements for Civil Aviation Including Statement of
Approved ICAO Policies”, paragraph 4.3.1.
2 Draft “Handbook”, paragraph 8.2.5.1.
3 SP COM/OPS/95, paragraph 6.4.3.2.
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as the future air-ground communications system.  Due to the critical frequency congestion in the
European States,  the 1995 Com/Ops also adopted 8.33 kHz channelization 
strategy as the interim system in already congested areas of Europe. The implementation of 8.33
kHz in Europe will require permanent guard bands or additional protection criteria, for 8.33 kHz vs.
8.33 kHz and 8.33 kHz vs. 25 kHz according to the Plan for the 8.33 kHz Channel Spacing
Implementation in Europe, Edition; 2.04.  The 118-137 MHz band will be utilized for the next-
generation digital VHF communications (VDL Mode 2 and Mode 3) in the United States. For this
purpose VDL preliminary tests are being conducted in the United States and the United Kingdom. 
These tests indicate that, due to the nature of digital transmission, radio frequency interference to
the existing analog system can be expected with the implementation of any digital based radio. As
tests have indicated, VDL radio implementation in the band will require subbanding and of
temporary guard channels, separating digital and analog bands,  to facilitate transition.

2.4   All of this demand leaves little, if any, potential to incorporate an ADS-B system in the 108-
137 MHz band.

3.0  Conclusions

3.1  Studies supported by ICAO, found the 118-137 MHz  AM(R )S band extremely congested, and
this acknowledgment resulted in an ICAO decision to adopt VDL-Mode 3 for future air-ground
communications.  SARPs for VDL-Mode 3, are in the validation process, with ICAO support, and
are due for completion by March 1999.  Preliminary testing has shown that existing analog
communications systems are susceptible to radio  frequency interference (RFI)  from  digital
transmissions;  thus  necessitating a guard band between digital and analog channels.

3.2  Based on the above discussion, we have to conclude that within the U.S. there is no capacity to
implement ADS-B in the 108-137 MHz band.

4.0  Recommendation

4.1  Based on the above, and considering established ICAO policy, the VHF band (i.e.,108-137
MHz)  should not be considered for introduction of an ADS-B system.

4.2   It is recommended that the European States  provide information on how  they intend to
implement ADS-B in an already congested communications band. Specifically on:

a)  Number of channels required in high density airspace.
b)  The size of necessary guard bands (digital to digital and digital to analog).

       c)    Procedures/methodology to “free-up” necessary spectrum in order to accommodate those 
guard bands.

                                                
4 “Plan for the 8.33 kHz Channel Implementation in Europe”, 2 Dec 1996, Eurocontrol, paragraph 6.3.


